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Welcome to the inaugural Safety House Guide! 
I acknowledge that I write this on the stolen land of the Wurundjeri 
people of the Kulin nation, and that this land was never ceded. 
I give my respects to elders past, present and emerging and 
acknowledge that I benefit from this violent colonisation. 
I devised this guide because it combines my favourite 
things: showing cool people cool stuthings: showing cool people cool stuff, carving out safer 
spaces, and supporting the work of my talented friends 
and colleagues. 
I had some initial consultation on the vetting process for the 
guide, and a very small team of anonymous consultants on 
the selection panel. And the incredible Ben Thomas on
layout and design, who saved the project at the 13th hour!
Besides that, this has been a mostly solo endeavouBesides that, this has been a mostly solo endeavour, taking 
up hundreds of hours of work, emails, chasing people up, 
and a LOT of emotional energy. I knew it was an important 
idea and that kept the fire in my belly when I was beyond burnt 
out, worn out and so thinly stretched that I feared I’d break. 
(Being called ‘progressive cancer’ by sooky men on FaceBook helped 
keep me going. Oh! And also guys who claimed I was censoring art, and 
that comedy should be edgy - 1. No dickhead, not always, and 2. Mate, I do material about uthat comedy should be edgy - 1. No dickhead, not always, and 2. Mate, I do material about urethral 
sounding and k-holes, how fucking edgy do you want it?) 
Is it still a labour of love if your fuel is the anger about the thing being needed in the first place? In Is it still a labour of love if your fuel is the anger about the thing being needed in the first place? In 
an ideal world, this guide wouldn’t need to exist. Comedy wouldn’t kick down, we wouldn’t be 
enjoying the first 20 minutes of an hour long show only to get a lazy trope thrown at us about dead 
sex workers, fat people or trans bodies. We wouldn’t have more privileged performers acting like 
our other-ness is public property to mock. But we are a loooooong way from that world. Just this 
year I’ve heard these types of bigotry and more in comedy rooms, from open mic newbies who 
don’t know any better to 90s dinosaurs who never will. 
This guide is a celebration of artists trying. I canThis guide is a celebration of artists trying. I can’t guarantee that every single show will be 
completely safe - no one can in live art - but I can guarantee that the lengthy and onerous 
application process ensured that every show in this guide has taken time to consider aspects of 
accessibility, kindness and inclusivity in their work. 
WWe’re all works in progress and if you hear or experience a fucked thing at a show featured in this 
guide I implore you to act with kindness and patience. Contact me if need be, and please attempt 
to gently and privately discuss the matter with the artist before indulging in public rage or 
performative activism. (And give it a night - I can speak from personal experience that one’s brain is 
still in weird free fall directly after a show!) 
This guide has its limitations: I tried to This guide has its limitations: I tried to reach every qualifying act possible, but with 700+ acts in the 
festival, obviously there are more who deserve to be in this guide who weren’t captured. I’m only 
one guy and hopefully in coming years our scope will be greater. Also, sadly, after the deadline I 
saw some acts who I assumed weren’t doing shows actually are. After reaching out to a few of 
them I discovered some were hesitant to appear in the guide because they’re too straight, too 
white, too mainstream or they already ID as ‘other’ but they abstained because they’d made 
mistakes in the past and had been publicly unfairly treated because of that. This is a great shame. 
WWe are aiming to encourage allies to do better, be better, listen more and try harder. A public 
shitfight isn’t going to win anyone over, but a quiet word at a calm time will work wonders. Anyone 
in this guide is open to hearing perspectives on how they can be better allies (me included! No 
person is fail free) so even though it’s the hard, exhausting thing, it’s the most effective and kindest 
thing you can do. 
I hope the guide empowers you to make better decisions about the art you see, and the artists you I hope the guide empowers you to make better decisions about the art you see, and the artists you 
support. Being a live performer is a dire business: If you like someone’s work throw money at it 
(when possible!) pre-book tickets, buy merch, or if you’re strapped for cash, just spread the word. 
Everyone deserves to see live comedy, to laugh loudly and often. I hope this guide helps you find 
shows you absolutely adore. 
Lisa-Skye 
Guide Editor-in-Chief and Comptroller
DonDon’t miss the world premiere of Lisa’s solo show, ‘By the Time You Read This, Lisa-Skye Will Have 
a Girlfriend’. See event listing in the guide.
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Calendar of show dates highlights the days the show will be on, for example: 
Thursday 29th, Friday 30th, Saturday 31st of March

Friday 6th, Saturday 7th, Sunday 8th of April

Thank you to our advertisers, for supporting an untested project celebrating 
diversity:  
Jurmaine Health 
G&R Industrial Products
Splinter 
Toby Sullivan and everyone at the Malthouse Theatre 
Queerspace 
in.cube8r gallery in.cube8r gallery 
Link Adelaide
People with Periods 
Loop Bar & Project Space
Calligraphy by Moya
Nikki Darling 
Hares & Hyenas 
Special thanks to: Special thanks to: 
Ben Thomas, who graciously stepped in at the last second to save us after a 
lengthy sabotage. Ben worked quickly to make all the layout and design happen, 
and I’m so thrilled with the final piece! 
The artists who strive for inclusivity and accessibility in their work and events. 
And thank you to providers of physical, mental, logical and emotional 
support throughout the guide’s creation:  
Chris Goodes, Jai O’Keefe, Chris Goodes, Jai O’Keefe, Tomás Ford, James Williams, Nina Buchan, Christian 
Vega, John Stevens, Quinn Eades, Aimee Nichols, Lian Low, Eddy Burger, LJ 
Maher, Meg Petrie, McKinley Valentine, Ben McKenzie, Nevo Zisin, Tom Dickins, 
Gwyn Easterbrook-Smith, Jessie Taylor, Sameena Zehra, Evie Santos, Alice 
Fraser, Laura Davis, Nadia Niaz, Bella Green, Sally Goldner, Jasmin Ashton, Erin 
Kyan, Daisy Berry, Claire Sullivan, Henny Sparkles, Amy Cunningham, Tenille 
Rogers, Simon Cantwell, Cali Calcalcal, Owen Vandenberg, Rain Tiligadis, Kaye 
Costello-Schruhm, Bryn Nelson and my anonymous consultants. Costello-Schruhm, Bryn Nelson and my anonymous consultants. 
Thank you also to the wonderful people who will help distribute this guide, and 
support it by spreading the word around town. 
Original Safety House logo designed by Paul Rache. Follow him on twitter 
(@paul_rasche) and check out his book, Smudgy in Monsterland, available here: 
thelisaskye.storenvy.com

MARCH APRIL

$15+

Tickets start
at this price

A
udience Interaction

5: Fully immersive piece

4: Performers may get people up on stage 

3: Performers may ask individuals questions,
and do crowd work with the audience

2: Performers may ask the audience questions as
a single group, audience members can voluntarily

answer by applause/show of hands/shouting
1: Performance contains no audience interaction

(but for some eye contact!)
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Learn, Grown and Fuck Weird 5Eva 
by Lisa-Skye

DiDifferent kinks go through waves of popularity (in my observations). Last year in 
Berlin, all I wanted to do was get a nice kinky bootblacking. It’s been big in 
Melbourne over the past few years (with our bootblackers even competing 
internationally!). But over in Berlin it wasn’t currently in vogue so my ugly lil ankle 
boots stayed dusty as. Puppy play was everywhere and I love that, so 
swings/roundabouts. 

Giant brag: I’Giant brag: I’ve been lucky enough to perform a few times at Folsom Europe (the 
biggest BDSM festival in Europe squee) to all sorts of incredible, decked-out kinky 
folk. Last year the main stage was right near the puppy mosh so as soon as I got off 
stage I pretty much beelined to the mosh area, where dozens of human puppies 
roamed, bounded and played together, tails wagging, their handlers keeping an eye 
on them. After checking with the handlers of each puppy (etiquette!) I gave them 
some good pats and played some fetch.
It was utterIt was utterly, utterly joyful. 

Splinter has a regular Puppy Mosh 
right here in Melbourne, among a 
billion other cool things. And they’re 
growing all the time!

Splinter is many things to many people. 
They’re a Fetish and Alternative 
LiLifestyle Club. They’re a hub for 
regular events. They celebrate the 
rainbow of all genders and orientations 
in a safe and newbie friendly space. 
They also act as an Education Centre, 
so whether you’re starting on your 
kinky journey from scratch or you 
just want to upskill and expand your just want to upskill and expand your 
kink practice, they’re here for you. 

Sure, there are great online resources 
for teaching safe, informed and 
consensual BDSM. But nothing 
compares to learning things live, in 
person. It’s the absolute best way to 
realreally work out what you’re doing and Splinter creates a safe, judgment-free space 
for this and so much more. And they’re always adding new, exciting things, so pop 
in, and keep an eye on their website!

See more at  www.splinterdungeon.com
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‘We must take our little teaspoons and get to 
work. We can't wait for shovels.’

- Florynce Kennedy, feminist and civil rights 
activist, on doing what you can
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Safety House Guide

‘There’s always been heroes
and there’s always been villains

and the stakes may have changed
but really there’s no difference.’

Kate Tempest, from Brand New Ancients





“Beware; for I am fearless, and therefore powerful.”

“Nothing is so painful to the human mind as a great 

and sudden change.” 

"Live, be happy, make others so"

- Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Frankenstein

“All roads in life lead nowhere. So you might as well 
choose the road that has the most heart and is the 

most fun.”
Kate Bornstein
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That quote, 'the only disability in life is a bad attitude', the reason 
that's bullshit is ... No amount of smiling at a flight of stairs has ever 
made it turn into a ramp. No amount of standing in the middle of a 
bookshelf and radiating a positive attitude is going to turn all those 

books into braille.

Stella Young 

‘We are all imperfect teachers, but we 
may be forgiven if we have advanced 
the matter a little, and have done our 
best. We announce the prologue, and 

retire; after us better players will come’
Will Durant, from the Story of Philosophy.
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“Perfectionism is the voice of the oppressor, the enemy of the people. It will keep you cramped 
and insane your whole life, and it is the main obstacle between you and a shitty first draft. I think 

perfectionism is based on the obsessive belief that if you run carefully enough, hitting each 
stepping-stone just right, you won't have to die. The truth is that you will die anyway and that a 
lot of people who aren't even looking at their feet are going to do a whole lot better than you, 

and have a lot more fun while they're doing it.”
Anne Lamott, from Bird by Bird
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Thoughts on Comedy and Safety 
By Alice Fraser 

 ‘When has stand-up comedy been kind to anyone? Comedy attacks.’
 - Sam Kinison
 
I was asked if I’d like to be part of this guide, and my I was asked if I’d like to be part of this guide, and my reactions were mixed. On one hand, I make an effort in life to 
be kind and thoughtful. The process of making Comedy for me is inextricably tied to the compulsion I feel to bring 
joy to audiences.
 
I am not the kind of comedian who gives comedy a bad name among maI am not the kind of comedian who gives comedy a bad name among marginalised communities – I don’t punch down. 
I’m not that 90’s dinosaur club-comedian who revels in stomping around in fat jokes; jokes where disabilities are the 
punch-line; where the funny bit is the caricatured-accent of an immigrant taxi driver; jokes about how much I hate my 
frigid wife. I don’t like those jokes. I don’t do that kind of comedy.
 
So of course, when I was asked whether I’d like to apply to be part of this pamphlet, giving people who aSo of course, when I was asked whether I’d like to apply to be part of this pamphlet, giving people who are wary of 
comedy that is brutal and cruel and snide an opportunity to avoid that in favour of ‘better’ stuff, I thought YES, 
THAT’S ME. But then I thought, wait a minute, is that me? On one hand, I do make that effort to be kind and 
thoughtful, (and, I hope, original).
 
On the other hand, my definition of joy is in part, the pOn the other hand, my definition of joy is in part, the process of thinking expansively, challenging dogmas and 
unpacking the logics of ‘felt reality’. I feel compelled to write comedy that unpacks personal and social assumptions. 
For example, how does it feel to find out that some bigoted sphincter has given more money to dying children in 
hospitals than I ever have? For me, asking that question begins a fascinating and hilarious journey into my own 
discomfort, and perception of morality. For some people, the very question might be inherently offensive.
 
My friend, the excellent and pMy friend, the excellent and provocative comedian, Laura Davis talked over the mixed feelings with me as I was 
writing this in the very early hours. The worry that we can’t guarantee ‘safety’ for any particular audience, and that 
however much she might try, what she feels comfortable talking about might be blasphemy to another. “The things I 
think come across as confident and playful might be arrogant, aggressive or pathetic from another person’s 
perspective.” And the greatest fear: “that I don’t have as much control over how people see my work as I want to 
feel I do.”
 
Many comedians aMany comedians are offended by the idea of trigger warnings, not because they want to hurt vulnerable people, but 
because so many good insights can come from going beyond the line, saying the unsayable - exposing ridiculous 
ideas by quoting them and lighting them - from above, from below, from the inside.
 

And what about quotation, ridicule, satire? Even if words are bullets, with the 
potential to wound, there is a big difference between a bullet that is fired at you out 

of a gun and a bullet that someone is holding out in their hand to show you. 
  
But to judge comedy by whether it reinforces your ethical certainties misses the point of a lot of comedy. While some 
art is comforting, other art is disconcerting. Sometimes it is both, in turn.
 
The idea of injuring an audience member of mine is a repugnant one, but how can I guarantee that I won’t do it? Hurt 
is subjective, situational, personal.
 
This fear is compounded by the curThis fear is compounded by the current climate among my right-thinking left-leaning peers. I’m sure you’ve seen it. I 
imagine if you’re reading this pamphlet, you’re in much the same bubble as I am – where you have borne witness to 
irrational and vindictive point-scoring in the process of trying to make the world a better place. I know no comedian, 
bar the aggressively and deliberately offensive ones, who hasn’t had a moment of fear about the potential explosion 
of a badly chosen word, or a joke in the wrong place.  
 
Jokes work as a kind of leap in the dark. They cannot explain themselves, 
or they lose the element of craft and joor they lose the element of craft and joy, that brings the audience leaping 
into the moment.
 
I cannot guarantee that my work won’t have a badly chosen word, or a 
joke in the wrong place. I can only guarantee my side of the bargain. 
Which is to say, I can guarantee goodwill and willingness to take 
criticism on board with kindness and concern (as long as it’s not in 
the form of a heckle mid-shothe form of a heckle mid-show, or a tweet-storm of rageful 
incitement afterwards, in which case fight or flight instinct 
might kick in. I won’t call anyone brutal names, though I 
reserve the right to call someone a rude butthole if they’re 
being a rude butthole.) Is that enough? I guess it’s for you, 
the audience, to decide. I hope you have a great festival!
Alice Fraser performs her show ‘ETHOS’ as part of MICF,
she her listing for moshe her listing for more information. She is also doing a 
very special ONE OFF presentation of her three excellent 
shows back to back:
Sat 21 Apr, 1pm. Melbourne Town Hall
1pm: Savage
2pm: The Resistance
3pm: Empire
Buy tickets to one or two shows or a package of all thBuy tickets to one or two shows or a package of all three: 
https://www.comedyfestival.com.au/2018/shows/savage-the-resistance-empire 



Thoughts on Comedy and Safety 
By Alice Fraser 

 ‘When has stand-up comedy been kind to anyone? Comedy attacks.’
 - Sam Kinison
 
I was asked if I’d like to be part of this guide, and my I was asked if I’d like to be part of this guide, and my reactions were mixed. On one hand, I make an effort in life to 
be kind and thoughtful. The process of making Comedy for me is inextricably tied to the compulsion I feel to bring 
joy to audiences.
 
I am not the kind of comedian who gives comedy a bad name among maI am not the kind of comedian who gives comedy a bad name among marginalised communities – I don’t punch down. 
I’m not that 90’s dinosaur club-comedian who revels in stomping around in fat jokes; jokes where disabilities are the 
punch-line; where the funny bit is the caricatured-accent of an immigrant taxi driver; jokes about how much I hate my 
frigid wife. I don’t like those jokes. I don’t do that kind of comedy.
 
So of course, when I was asked whether I’d like to apply to be part of this pamphlet, giving people who aSo of course, when I was asked whether I’d like to apply to be part of this pamphlet, giving people who are wary of 
comedy that is brutal and cruel and snide an opportunity to avoid that in favour of ‘better’ stuff, I thought YES, 
THAT’S ME. But then I thought, wait a minute, is that me? On one hand, I do make that effort to be kind and 
thoughtful, (and, I hope, original).
 
On the other hand, my definition of joy is in part, the pOn the other hand, my definition of joy is in part, the process of thinking expansively, challenging dogmas and 
unpacking the logics of ‘felt reality’. I feel compelled to write comedy that unpacks personal and social assumptions. 
For example, how does it feel to find out that some bigoted sphincter has given more money to dying children in 
hospitals than I ever have? For me, asking that question begins a fascinating and hilarious journey into my own 
discomfort, and perception of morality. For some people, the very question might be inherently offensive.
 
My friend, the excellent and pMy friend, the excellent and provocative comedian, Laura Davis talked over the mixed feelings with me as I was 
writing this in the very early hours. The worry that we can’t guarantee ‘safety’ for any particular audience, and that 
however much she might try, what she feels comfortable talking about might be blasphemy to another. “The things I 
think come across as confident and playful might be arrogant, aggressive or pathetic from another person’s 
perspective.” And the greatest fear: “that I don’t have as much control over how people see my work as I want to 
feel I do.”
 
Many comedians aMany comedians are offended by the idea of trigger warnings, not because they want to hurt vulnerable people, but 
because so many good insights can come from going beyond the line, saying the unsayable - exposing ridiculous 
ideas by quoting them and lighting them - from above, from below, from the inside.
 

And what about quotation, ridicule, satire? Even if words are bullets, with the 
potential to wound, there is a big difference between a bullet that is fired at you out 

of a gun and a bullet that someone is holding out in their hand to show you. 
  
But to judge comedy by whether it reinforces your ethical certainties misses the point of a lot of comedy. While some 
art is comforting, other art is disconcerting. Sometimes it is both, in turn.
 
The idea of injuring an audience member of mine is a repugnant one, but how can I guarantee that I won’t do it? Hurt 
is subjective, situational, personal.
 
This fear is compounded by the curThis fear is compounded by the current climate among my right-thinking left-leaning peers. I’m sure you’ve seen it. I 
imagine if you’re reading this pamphlet, you’re in much the same bubble as I am – where you have borne witness to 
irrational and vindictive point-scoring in the process of trying to make the world a better place. I know no comedian, 
bar the aggressively and deliberately offensive ones, who hasn’t had a moment of fear about the potential explosion 
of a badly chosen word, or a joke in the wrong place.  
 
Jokes work as a kind of leap in the dark. They cannot explain themselves, 
or they lose the element of craft and joor they lose the element of craft and joy, that brings the audience leaping 
into the moment.
 
I cannot guarantee that my work won’t have a badly chosen word, or a 
joke in the wrong place. I can only guarantee my side of the bargain. 
Which is to say, I can guarantee goodwill and willingness to take 
criticism on board with kindness and concern (as long as it’s not in 
the form of a heckle mid-shothe form of a heckle mid-show, or a tweet-storm of rageful 
incitement afterwards, in which case fight or flight instinct 
might kick in. I won’t call anyone brutal names, though I 
reserve the right to call someone a rude butthole if they’re 
being a rude butthole.) Is that enough? I guess it’s for you, 
the audience, to decide. I hope you have a great festival!
Alice Fraser performs her show ‘ETHOS’ as part of MICF,
she her listing for moshe her listing for more information. She is also doing a 
very special ONE OFF presentation of her three excellent 
shows back to back:
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‘The first revolution is when you change 
your mind about how you look at things, 
and see there might be another way to 

look at it that you have not been shown.’ 
Gil Scott-Heron
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Auslan and Relaxed Performances 
From shakespearesglobe.com:

‘A relaxed performance is intended specifically to be sensitive to and accepting of 
audience members who may benefit from a more relaxed environment, including 
(but not limited to) those with autistic spectrum conditions, anyone with sensory 

and communication disorders or learning disabled people.’

TheThere are four shows running relaxed performances this year. 

By the Time You Read This, Lisa-Skye Will Have a Girlfriend*
3:30pm, Sat 7 Apr 

LOOP Bar, 23 Meyers Pl, Melbourne

The Gonzo Hour
Wed 4 Apr, 5:30pm

Tasma Terrace, 6 Parliament Place, East Melbourne

Romeo Is Not The Only FruitRomeo Is Not The Only Fruit
9.45pm, Weds 4 Apr

The Coopers Malthouse , 113 Sturt St, Southbank

You'll Never Guess Where I Hid The Cheese
(Whole season: 11:15am, Tue 10 Apr - Sun 15 Apr) 

Melbourne Town Hall, 90-130 Swanston St, Melbourne

Auslan Interpretation 
At this stage, theAt this stage, there is only one show in this guide with a confirmed date and time: 

By the Time You Read This, Lisa-Skye Will Have a Girlfriend*
3:30pm, Sat 7 Apr 

LOOP Bar, 23 Meyers Pl, Melbourne

However, at time of printing, these shows are endeavouring to organise a sign 
interpreted date. Check with them directly for more information: 

Giant & Angry
Queen BitchQueen Bitch

So Far So Good

Throughout 2018, through consultation, workshops and discussion, the Safety 
House Guide is going to encourage artists to consider making shows more 

accessible for MICF 2019. 









‘Love is the big booming 
beat which covers up the 

noise of hate.’ 
Margaret Cho

‘Activism is the rent I pay for living on the planet’
Alice Walker

‘I will not be “famous”, “great”. I will go on adventuring, changing, opening my mind and my eyes, refusing to be stamped and stereotyped. The thing is to free one’s self: to let it find its dimensions, not be impeded.’ Virginia Woolf, from A Writer’s Diary























drummond street services, queerspace is a Melbourne service for LGBTQIA+ people and their families that 
encourages queer people to seek support when they need it. 
 
We all know the heartbreaking stats around the greater risk of violence and mental illness in our communities, 
in a world that can often seem hell-bent on making us anxious and depressed. We are strong, we are resilient, 
but it takes its toll and queerspace is here to help. 
 
Services Services queerspace offers include:  
Mental health and wellbeing counselling
Services for LGBTQIA+ people experiencing family violence 
Support for substance abuse issues 
Couples counselling
Parenting support and education 
Programs for queer people of colour 
YYouth services and gender diverse holiday programs
Community engagement 
Advocacy 
 
In the interest of accessibility, clients who seek services at queerspace are assessed for their individual needs 
and capacity to pay.
 
Dr Kate Dr Kate Foord is the General Manager of queerspace. She believes aiming support services specifically at queer 
people acts as an important safe space for those who feel marginalised in the greater community. 
 
‘‘We have clinicians – psychologists, social workers, counsellors, family support, youth practitioners, parent 
educators and more – who understand the public health effects of not just identifying as queer but being 
identified as queer,’ she says. ‘That's a complex thing and it takes training as well as the lens of “lived 
experiences” of queer practitioners. In a world that we know that can be incredibly hostile to queer people, it 
requires a specialist approach.’
 
drummond street services is a ‘drummond street services is a ‘queer-affirmative’ organisation, meaning that everyone in the agency is trained 
to make LGBTQIA+ clients feel safe and accepted.
 
‘We ask everyone their pronouns, for example,’ Foord says. ‘We just normalise that to make sure everybody feels 
welcome and recognised.’
 
FFoord says specialist support services such as queerspace ‘Save people’s lives… It’s great to have a place where 
they can come and just know, “It's safe to be me”.’

‘Each and every one of us has the capacity to be an oppressor. I want to 
encourage each and everyone of us to interrogate how we might be an 
oppressor and how we might be able to become liberators for ourselves 

and for each other.’
Laverne Cox
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Enjoying The Safety House Guide? 

Want to support it? 

Want IT to support YOU? 
Here’s how:
 
Check out our Online Business Directory for an ongoing 
llist of companies that support our ethos
 
Join Lisa’s mailing address for a list of shows running 
competitions, free tickets, and No One Turned Away 
For Lack of Funds options:
thelisaskye.com/mailinglist
 
GIVE US MONEY! Basic GIVE US MONEY! Basic listings were free for artists, and advertising rates very 
very low. Being the inaugural guide, businesses were hesitant to support an 
untested endeavour from an unknown organisation. So Lisa had to get into a lil 
bit o’ credit card debt to make the guide happen.
 
DonaDonations can be made via Lisa’s website, here: thelisaskye.com, and proceeds 
will go directly to paying off the project and funding more projects based on 
accessibility and visibility.
 





Sex Worker Directory
A note from Lisa: 
Treat yourself! Most sexworkers love seeing 
minority/’othered’ clients. 
I asked some workers about clients they enjoy seeing. From 
those convos, here are five tips for being a good client: 

Bonus Bonus Tip: Remember our society’s bullshit stigma around 
sexwork. Be discreet in your dealings with the worker, and if 
you see them out and about leave them be. 

This directoThis directory is obviously very limited, I’m hoping in future 
with the success of the guide, we’ll be able to get a more 
comprehensive list! (Also, Victorian law states sexwork ads 
can’t exceed 18cm x 13cm, so there’s that). The good thing is 
we can personally vouch for all these workers being super 
great! 
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Bonus Tip: Remember our society’s bullshit stigma around 
sexwork. Be discreet in your dealings with the worker, and if 
you see them out and about leave them be. 
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Riley Alexander 
www.rileyalexander.net
SWA 7318XE

Mistress Alex 
www.MistressAlex.com.au
SWA: 6735XE

Madeleine Please
https://scarletblue.com.au/
escort/madeleine-please
SWA 11039XE

Bridgette Lane
www.bridgettelane.com
SSWA 10269XE

Never haggle. Prices are final and it’s gross to assume   
otherwise. 
Be honest and clear in your communication: who you     
are, what you’re looking for and the 
services/experiences you want. Having said that...
Be succinct! Be succinct! You’re paying for a service, not for a 
penpal. Don’t send flowery erotica describing 
everything you want to do, don’t send friendly ‘hi how 
are you’ messages pre- or post- booking (a brief, one-off 
thank you post booking is fine). Contacting the worker 
should only be for negotiating the booking content and 
logistics.
Don’t push boundaries. WhateDon’t push boundaries. Whatever service you want, 
there’s a worker who will specialise in it. So refer to 
point 2, make sure you specify what you’re after and 
respect the boundaries the worker outlines. 
HHave fun and trust that the worker is also enjoying 
themselves. A main gripe I hear from sexworkers is 
that the client is too focussed on giving them 
‘authentic’ pleasure. If you’re clear, and honest, if you 
listen and respect boundaries, you’ll both have a great 
time that the client is too focussed on giving them 
‘authentic’ pleasure. If you’re clear, and honest, if you 
listen and respect boundaries, you’ll both hlisten and respect boundaries, you’ll both have a great 
time. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



‘I will not have my life narrowed down. I will not 
bow down to somebody else's whim or to 

someone else's ignorance.’
Bell Hooks
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For more information on 
LISA-SKYE (creator of this 
guide) check out thelisaskye.com

And to get news of tours / 
events / plans / adventures / 
fun stuff, subscribe to the LISA 
list (her very sporadic mailing list) list (her very sporadic mailing list) 
thelisaskye.com/mailing-list

Also there’s some A+ super ridiculous 
merch to check out, or follow on 
instagram / twitter / facebook / 
youtube: @thelisaskye
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HEAL, DAMN YOU 
by Lisa-Skye
My liMy life’s pretty ridiculous. Which leads to some ridiculous injuries. One year when I was in 
Berlin I allegedly fictional story pulled my groin while in a k-hole. I was in bed for a few 
days after, and when I went to the physio there, I was greeted by the actual most 
traditionally attractive man I have ever seen in real life. He had… just so many elements, 
you know? Like part model, part superhero, part soft boy. Just… very attractive. So I was 
all, ‘fuck off why should I have to deal with all this’ and obvi lied, saying I pulled my muscle 
in my sleep. ‘But this is not possible’, he kept insisting, ‘to do these things in your sleep, it is 
just not possible.’ By the third visit he was telling me about hjust not possible.’ By the third visit he was telling me about how a famous Berlin nightclub 
(no not that one) used to give pills in lieu of entry stamp, ‘Und it vould be amahzink becoz 
zat vey everywun vould be on ze sahme HAI’.  Because of course that’s a conversation 
you’d have with your physiotherapist and how dare I forget I was in Berlin for a hot second.  
 
The good thing about Jurmaine Health is that they don’t judge: Shermain has dealt with 
some very weird situations and not just from me. She has set up a practise in which you 
can be completely honest about your injury, the symptoms and cause, and she won’t batt 
an eyelid. I mean fuck, she’s been mates with me for years. 
 
JuJurmaine Health is run by two Type A queer women, so they are very into efficiency 
(*heart eyes emoji*). Appointments seem exxy, but in most cases it’s like three sessions 
and BOOM done, rather than seeing a physio once a week for a year. Who has time/money 
for that noise. 
 
Good, efficient help in a safe, non-judgemental environment. It’s the bloody dream; get on it 
when your body craps out on you. 

Visit juVisit jurmainehealth.com.au or see their ad in this guide.







Accessorise Your Fuck Times Whynot 
by Lisa-Skye

Nikki Darling didn’t pay for me to write about how much I love them. I respect 
the work they do in public education and advocacy in safer, fun sex for every 

body so this is pretty much a love letter. 
 

They understand that your LThey understand that your Lower Torso Mystery Situation doesn’t dictate 
your gender identity and only stock toys that are safe to just, like, cram all up 
and around those ‘sensitive’ areas (look, I say sensitive, but Christ my vulva’s 

a good heaps tough boy).  
 

If, liIf, like literally everyone else in the world, you’re not as shouty about how you 
make sweet fuck times (solo or otherwise) they also ship in gentlemanly 

discreet packages with flat rate shipping (my mate got a fuckload of lube sent 
to her work and all was shush-shush well). 

 
YYou can always ask Nikki Darling about sexual health and pleasure. They are 
judgment-free and knowledgeable without being focussed on pushing sales as 

an outcome. They just want people to have fun, safe sex times and that is 
pretty fucking excellent. So I urge you to check out their website and get a 

bunch of things to gently titillate or just fucken destroy. Also sign up to their 
newsletter to keep up-to-date with the pop-up stores and workshops they hold! 
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The following listings are for shows whose participants all identify as straight, 
cisgendered, able-bodied, male and white. Deffo see their shows, they’re good, but we 

wanted to prioritise the listings of people who ID as ‘other’, hence these dudes are 
regulated to the back. #AlliesToTheBack





‘I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people will never forget how you 

made them feel.’ 
Maya Angelou





‘The most radical thing that any of us can do is to stop projecting our 

beliefs about gender onto other people's behaviors and bodies’ 

Julia Serano, Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and the 

Scapegoating of Femininity 







Facebook: facebook.com/ComedianOfNote
youtube.com/channel/UCDZVOn-eo_SFEEOfUHDqWYw
Twitter: @ComedianOfNote

Accessibilty Notes:
There is an elevator/lift, so no need 
for steps
Content Notes:
Violence, Alcohol/drug use

$16+

A
udience Interaction

Optimistic, Light, Dark, Joyful

Asaf lives in cities where people seem to think it's a great idea to be bummed all the 
time, but he doesn't really feel like doing that. A show without a ton of complaining, 
and with lots of fun stuff instead.
*Just For Laughs Best Comedy award nominee*

10:15PM (Mar 28 - Apr 7), 10:30PM (Apr 9)
5:15PM (Apr 10-22) (55mins)

‘Some days the 
patriarchy gets me so 
down I don't even care 
if my hair looks good.’
FeministBieber

The Imperial Hotel | 2-8 Bourke Street, Melbourne
Stand-up | Silly | Storytelling

The Only Happy Man
in Sadtown

www.thelisaskye.com/the-safety-house-guide
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Notes
Shows I need to prebook tickets to! Shows I need to recommend to people!

My MICF 2018 Highlights!




